About Banks and Pipelines: Swift and Standard Oil and QFS

By Anna Von Reitz

It's apparent that many people are confused and not quite getting my comments about the banking system as a pipeline operation and are frustrated and confused about the current situation where we have come so far toward our own banks and still don't have them doing what they need to do.

The current bank transfer system in the West was "engineered" by John D. Rockefeller. His sons updated it as "the Swift System". It has been the means that banks transfer credits and debits for decades and it is little more than a fancy FAX system.

J.D. Rockefeller is most famous as a Nineteenth Century robber baron and oil magnate, but unlike other Oil Boom Millionaires, Rockefeller didn't actually produce any oil. He provided pipeline transfer services to those who did. His company, Standard Oil, was soon "picking up" oil transport contracts and then shipping (or, more to the point, not shipping) oil under transfer agreements wherever Rockefeller wanted it to go, or not go.

This gave J.D. de facto control over the industry. By controlling the transport of oil, he controlled the supply of oil, and that meant he also controlled the price of oil, the availability of oil, and the fortunes of specific oil producers. He was the Middleman, who could facilitate the flow of oil or obstruct the flow of oil at will.

Finally, fed up with the coercive tactics and monopoly practices and obstruction of trade created by Standard Oil, the company was sued and broken up after the Second World War.

What most people don't yet realize is that Rockefeller did the same exact thing with the banking industry. The Swift System is the equivalent of Standard Oil. Just like what J.D. did with the flow of oil, his sons did with the flow of money--- and they did it on a much bigger scale.
J.D. Rockefeller's oil pipelines crisscrossed the entire nation, but his sons' money pipelines crisscrossed the entire planet, and with much more devastating effects on free trade and the entire world economy.

It is not an accident that the members of the Rockefeller family took the profits and knowledge they gained from the wreck of Standard Oil and reinvested it in the International Monetary Fund as shareholders and founders of the IMF. Nor is it coincidence that the IMF has functioned as the "United States Treasury" since 1924.

Using the excuse of "National Security" the Rockefellers could shut down any business enterprise, simply by cutting off access to money and credit. Just like J.D. shut down oil producers and strangle-held oil supplies for fun and profit.

They haven't had to prove that the victims actually did anything wrong to exercise this arbitrary power, because Swift is their private system. They can withhold access to Swift services to any individual (bank or other person) at any time for any reason or no reason at all, by invoking their ownership interest.

Just like a restaurant can say, "No shirt, no shoes, no service." or a drug store can say, "Masks are required in this store." the Swift System has been able to say, "Tell us where you got your money and who you are sending it to and why you are sending it --- or we'll assume you are up to no good and won't provide transfer service."

This gross invasion of banking privacy has put the Rockefellers in the Ultimate Catbird Seat, to know exactly who, what, when, where, and why businesses and individuals are transferring money and credit. They've had prior insider knowledge of mergers, resource purchases, investments, borrowing and leveraging, government investigations and everything else impacting specific businesses and entire sectors of the economy, and they've been able to sell that knowledge or use it themselves with both impunity and immunity on a worldwide basis ever since the formation of the IMF and the implementation of the Swift System.

This is a hideous invasion of privacy that gives them and their minions-by-default, the banks connected via the Swift System, coercive power over individuals and businesses great and small, and yes, even over the government services corporations that have been functioning "as" governments.

Everyone has to store and move money and credit. That's the whole point of the world banking system, being able to transfer money from Party A to Party B. It isn't a complex action, but it is absolutely necessary if you are to buy, trade, or sell anything above the level of barter.
After their success controlling oil supplies, it was a no-brainer to adjust their tactics a little and take over the "money pipelines" in exactly the same way--- with the same effect: knowing everyone's business, exercising monopoly control over transfers, and obstructing trade whenever it suited their interests or the interests of their cronies in Big Business and Government.

Taken in the context of the Big Picture, the Rockefeller's Swift System has been one of the key instrumentalities of control exercised by both the Federal Reserve and the IMF and all the other Central Banks to manipulate supply and demand of commodities --- most especially, money and credit viewed as commodities.

Because the Government Services Corporations acting "as" Governments are required to function on credit by their constitutional contracts, the focus of the banking industry shifted inexorably toward creating more and more and more credit to feed the Government's insatiable demands.

The asset base available to the banks (their depositor's money) was exhausted by the 1920's and even the "Fractional Reserve Banking" racket that allowed them to create ten times the amount of credit compared to the asset base they held in "reserve" was not sufficient.

Besides, the General Public was up in arms about the phony stock market crash of 1929, the Federal Reserve System being implemented, and bank malfeasance in general. Ginning up enough "fresh credit" to keep the Government Corporations happy wasn't an easy job. In order to do it, the Banks would have to be enabled to claim an ownership interest in more assets.

That's why they began registering babies in the 1920's -- to claim those babies and their "estates" as "new assets" to use as collateral ("base assets") to generate more and more and more credit for the use of the Government Corporations and all their franchise corporations--- that is, corporations chartered under the US, INC. (Vatican) and the USA, Inc. (British Crown).

This process of coerced and undisclosed registration (Shepherd Townsend Act of 1922), the creation of infant decedent estates resulting from that registration, child labor bonds (Miller Act), and the Buck Act (1940) completed a secret agenda to enslave the assets, including labor assets of Americans, virtually at birth. This unlawful conversion of the child's political identity allowed the Perpetrators to establish an ownership interest in the child's body, labor, and anything else they might naturally own as a public or private inheritance.
This created a new asset base owned by the Government Corporations that the banks could use to create up to ten times the asset base in credit for them to loan back to the victims of this outrageous scheme. The Government got unlimited credit, the banks got unlimited usury, the General Public got screwed sideways and upside down.

By the 1980's even the de facto enslavement of the sleeping Americans and the Europeans and Japanese "captured" in World War II was not enough to feed the need of the banks and the Government Corporations for more credit.

So, they created an "Asset Hamster Mill" ---- Platform Trading --- to create the appearance of constantly generating and adding new assets to the system, when in fact, they were just recycling the same assets to generate more credit.

Think of it as phony self-generated demand and cash flow, similar to what corporations do when they buy back their own stocks.

In a Platform Trade the owner of actual assets (gold, silver, land, etc.) or someone "representing the owner" -- like a Government Services Corporation (CIA) Agent --- agrees to lockdown that asset and not use or move it for a specific period of time. The banks then feel confident enough to issue ten times the amount of the asset value as new credit. The banks then kickback an amount of credit equal to the entire value of the asset to the asset owner or their "representative", and pays the Platform Trader a brokerage fee (anywhere from 10-30% of the total trade) and divides the rest between the asset owner and the other facilitators who issue the actual bonds and buy the stocks and generate the profits that (hopefully) keep this Ponzi Scheme going.

The trust funds and natural resources and labor assets of the Robbed Babies who were victimized in the First Round of the Great Fraud are "locked down" and "taken off-ledger" at the banks to facilitate all this, even though the banks continue to track all these "hidden assets" on different colored screens within the Swift System Database --- and these are purportedly invested "for" the "missing" victims of all this chicanery by their purported Trustees -- the British Monarch, the Popes, and the Lord Mayors of the Inner City of London.

Of course, the actual owners of the assets being used as collateral "asset reserves" in the Fractional Reserve Banking System, or being locked down to facilitate these Platform Trades, never get a dime. They only get the IRS bills for the Capital Gains Taxes and Estate and Gift Taxes resulting from all this, which they are forced to pay from their own pitiful little earnings.

The Swift System facilitates all this institutionalized theft and graft by transferring or blocking the transfer of the off-ledger assets or the credit resulting from all this
clandestine activity, while the members of the "Congress" claiming to "represent" you receive the proceeds owed to you and spend (.... "reinvest"....) it for you in things like taking over other countries, developing bioweapons, weaponizing language, running human trafficking operations worldwide, running huge self-interested propaganda campaigns like the trillion-dollar "Get Vaccinated" BS and the kickbacks to the media corporations, and so on and on.

Beyond all the phony-baloney banking gambits and even beyond all the assets and money and credit that are actually owed to you, beyond the issues of criminality that have to be addressed, there is the problem of how do we keep everyone alive once this nasty bunch of crony corporatists are removed?

The guilty military that is actually responsible for standing by and letting all this happen, and which profited itself grossly in the process (retired military service members ---without their knowledge of course -- actually own all the Fortune 500 Corporations) has developed the "QFS" --- "Quantum Financial System" --- in which keystrokes "represent" value, and the digits entered by these precious keystrokes accumulate in imaginary digital "wallets" as "social credits" you can spend.

Of course, they get to control this system, just as the Rockefellers have controlled Swift, and they get to snoop into all business and "personal" transactions, and they get to control how much "social credit" you receive, and dictate where and when you can spend it, and generally, they propose to take over where the Rockefellers left off and impose this coercive new La-La-Land control grid.

The only advantage, and it's a temporary advantage, is that it is ready to go, and anyone can access its "services" from anywhere in the world.

Can you trust it? No. Is it coercive? Yes. Are those in charge of it trustworthy? Only if you trust the CIA and the corrupt military brass in charge of this whole cluster since 1863.

In terms of cleaning up this whole mess and making a clean board of it, there is exactly one Municipal entity, SERCO, based in Britain, that needs to be taken out. SERCO, which is operated by "the Senior Executive Service" --- a bunch of spies and aged bureaucrats steeped in the traditions of the Deep State --- is the real lynch-pin, besides Swift, in this whole oppressive system. It bottlenecks progress toward sanity in almost all directions, but it is especially obstructive in that it acts as Paymaster for the U.S. Military.

It's time we took control of our own military forces and established our own Paymaster, so that we no longer face the specter of foreign powers misdirecting "our" military "for"
us and can proceed to do the housecleaning of the political, military, banking, economic, and medical sectors that is necessary.

And then, maybe, finally, we can rejoin the rest of the world as the peaceful, clean, healthy, productive, and happy nation we were prior to the so-called Civil War.

As for our banking system, of, for, and by the people --- you can think of the situation this way:

Bank reform had already begun and the banking authorities had already ordered the banks worldwide to become "Basel IV Compliant" --- which with a few additions means "Basel III Compliant". The bank regulators have been losing ground against the coerce powers of Swift for some time now. The plain fact is that Basel III wasn't honored in any timely fashion, so the regulators issued "Basel IV" to give everyone more time to get in line.

Instead, the managers of Swift saw this as a sign of weakness on the part of the bank regulators and just took advantage of the time extension to create more trouble and more options for themselves ---- like the QFS.

Under Basel IV, all the banks are supposed to rework and modernize their transfer capabilities, allowing them to bypass the Swift System if they wish to, and directly interface with other banks via API (Application Programming Interface) and manage their banking relationships directly via RMA (Relationship Management Applications) which are agreements similar to bank treaties.

Obviously, the Swift banks have dragged their feet against this, as it effectively breaks their monopoly and allows banks more privacy and more modern transfer capability.

So now, imagine the situation. You have two pipeline systems laid out on the ground in front of you, one made of old, scabrous red plastic pipe, and a new one made of blue plastic pipe.
The old one is springing leaks and sections of it are being disconnected, while at the same time, the blue pipeline system is not yet all hooked together and fully functional.

Add to this the problem that all countries are not connected to either pipeline system. BRICS, for example, has created its own system to function as a giant private bank to trade in gold and silver and currencies backed by these or other actual assets (like Petrodollars).

The Central Banks and the Commercial Banks that have indulged in all this Bad Faith and Credit Fraud against the interests of the General Public here and abroad are on the
ropes, as they should be, and caught between two bad, untenable options --- the Swift System and the Quantum Financial System being brought to us by the same military interests that bungled everything up and allowed the Swift System to blossom in the first place.

As a result of all the fraud and deceit and harm done by the Central Banks and the Commercial Banks, some insurance companies are facing bankruptcy and many others are refusing to insure these institutions -- for cause. This means that both central banks and commercial banks will be closing by the scores, insurers will be taking it in the shorts, and many of the illegal and undisclosed practices that led to the unjust enrichment of these Schemers are being exposed and shut down.

The entire mortgage industry which was designed to palm off debts owed by defunct bankrupt corporations on living people has to go. The real estate industry which is dependent on an illegally enforced British Land Title Registry system imposed on America has to go. The "Government Agencies" which are subcontractors of our Subcontractor's Subcontractors have no lawful or legal standing, no authority, and no right to enforce anything against members of the General Public in this country. So they have to go, too.

It seems that there is no good place for the Commercial Banks to go. The U.S. Government has to have credit in order to operate, and corporations worldwide need credit to operate, so there is still a need for Commercial Banks and credit and commercial scrip --- stocks, bonds, promissory notes, etc., but, there could be a far better future.

Simply comply with Basel IV, open up the API interfaces that Basel IV provides, and join the Blue Dot Bank System chartered by our actual American Government and organized by the Global Financial Group. Our system is organized so that International Trade Banks own and operate Commercial Bank subsidiaries under the Public Law. It's transparent for banking customers with regard to their own accounts, but private otherwise, has state of the art IT and interface and transaction capability, and is designed to serve the whole planet.

The entire underlying concept is to make banks honest again, and provide a conduit for the return of assets and credit that is owed to the living people of this planet, one by one.
Because there has to be a Debt Jubilee and a Remedy Restitution and a means to deliver the Remedy Restitution to all the individual people who have been harmed by these miscreants, we have designed a banking system for people, not corporations.
So, boot up, compadres. You have skin in this game, whether you knew it or not. And you have a dog in the fight --- your own actual Government exercising the powers of an actual Government on your behalf.

Go to: www.TheAmericanStatesAssembly.net and get busy. Join and support The People Government owed to every American.

If you are in another country, go to our websites to connect to your assemblies. If you don't yet have a local assembly, or national assembly, representing your country, start one.
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